Gallus Ferd. Rüesch AG, Print Media Center Label, St.Gallen: How to find us

Coming from Zurich – Highway A1
- Exit Neudorf > St. Fiden
- Turn left > Schönbüelstrasse
- At the traffic lights left > Rorschacherstrasse
- At the first traffic lights right > Lukasstrasse
- Take the third road on the left > Harzbüchelstrasse
- You will see our main entrance at your left hand side, your parking space is already waiting for you.

Coming from the east - Highway A1
- Exit St. Fiden, right > Splügenstrasse
- At the first traffic lights left > Rorschacher Strasse
- At the second traffic lights left > Buchentalstrasse
- Take the second road on the right > Harzbüchelstrasse
- You will see our main entrance after 500 m at your right hand side, your parking space is already waiting for you.

Comfortable travelling by plane and train
- At Zurich Airport, we recommend to take the fast train to St. Gallen. The airport station is located in the basement of the airport. The express trains run every 30 minutes, the journey takes only about one hour.
- We will be pleased to arrange a pick-up from St.Gallen Central Station.
- Please bear in mind that Gallus is a popular brand in St.Gallen. The so-called “Gallus-Taxis” are not affiliated to our company.

Gallus Ferd. Rüesch AG
Harzbüchelstrasse 34
CH-9016 St.Gallen
Fon: +41 71 242 8686

Latitude: 47.437255 (N 47° 26” 14.1“)
Longitude: 9.400770 (E 9° 24’ 2.7“)